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Introduction

Research question

Whether inviting novice mathematics teachers to design assessment techniques will improve their use of classroom  
assessment in primary education? 

u Assessment techniques are short, feasible and content-dependent assessment activities by which mathematics teachers can gauge what their 
students do and do not know, in order to better adjust their teaching to their students’ needs (Veldhuis & Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2020).

u Although providing teachers with ready-made assessment tasks and guidelines is proved to be helpful to improve their literacy and implementation of 
classroom assessment, inviting teachers to be involved as active designers can better facilitate teachers in the long run (Koh & Chapman, 2018).

u For novice teachers, who lack of teaching experience and capability to diagnose students’ mathematical understanding, it is of great importance to 
know how to make classroom assessment happen in their classroom from very stage of their teaching career. 

Method
Participants 

One researcher

Two novice teachers 

Two expert teachers

A school-based learning 
community 

Math  Topic 

Grade 2, 

1st Semester,

Sujiaoban Textbook,
Chapter 6:
       Multiplication fact of
       7,8 and 9

Phase I: Assessment tasks Design Phase II: Implementation and adjust 
                 the teaching accordingly

1 Textbook analysis (7 series)
2 Literature searching and reading
3 Assessment before teaching
    (8 tasks in total)
4 Tried out twice for improvement

Results
Ø Insight gained from textbook analysis Ø Insight gained from student work

31/37 Correct 
Before teaching !  

31/37 Correct 
Before teaching !  

Ø Teaching adjustment timely

Conclusions

u Facilitating novice teachers to design assessment techniques makes them more willing and confident to conduct 
classroom assessment in class and adjust their instruction accordingly.

u Studying different textbook series can be served as a good start for novice teachers to design and carry out classroom 
assessment.

Pay more attention to the relationships within 
multiplication tables; 

Make it clear that using known facts to solve 
unknown problem;   

               …

Various solutions revealing students’ 
different levels of understanding 

An example of 
instruction adjustment 
based on an exercise in 
the textbook
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